Abstract-Sound localisation is defined as the ability to identify the position of a sound sour ce. The br ain employs two cues to achieve this functionality for the hor izontal plane, inter aur al time differ ence (ITD) by means of neur ons in the medial super ior olive (MSO) and inter aur al intensity differ ence (IID) by neur ons of the later al super ior olive (LSO), both located in the super ior olivar y complex of the auditor y pathway. This paper pr esents spiking neur on ar chitectur es of the MSO and LSO. An implementation of the J effr ess model using spiking neur ons is pr esented as a r epr esentation of the MSO, while a spiking neur on ar chitectur e showing how neur ons of the medial nucleus of the tr apezoid body inter act with LSO neur ons to deter mine the azimuthal angle is discussed. Exper imental r esults to suppor t this wor k ar e pr esented.
I. INTRODUCTION
F all the organs in the body, there are very few that can compare to the ear with regards to the degree of functionality it contains within such a small and compressed space. Sound localisation is one function that the ears perform, defined as determining where a sound signal is generated in relation to the position of the human head. It is a very powerful aspect of mammalian perception, allowing an awareness of the environment and permitting mammals to locate prey, potential mates and to determine from where a predator is advancing [1] .
Mammalian sound localisation is determined with a combination of ITD for low frequency sound-signals (less than 1.5 KHz in humans) and IID for high frequencies. ITD can be defined as the very small difference in arrival times between a sound-signal reaching each individual ear [2] . From this difference, the brain can calculate the angle of the sound source in relation to the head [3] , [4] . ITD is very sensitive and can differentiate between angles of only 1-2° [2] . It is calculated in the MSO, the largest of the nuclei in the superior olivary complex (SOC); the human MSO contains between 10,000-11,000 cells [5] , [6] . The pathways the sound signals take from each ear begin at the cochlea; exiting the cochlea they are encoded as spike trains and travel up the auditory nerve to the spherical bushy cells of the anteroventral cochlear nucleus (AVCN) which phaselock the sound signal they are transmitting and finally enter the MSO as an excitatory innervation, see Fig. 1 . MSO cell types are primarily excited -excited (EE), i.e. they receive excitatory innervation from both ears, and their main functionality is to work as coincidence detectors to identify the ITD and thus the sound source angle [7] . The MSO combines the sound from the two ears; the ipsilateral inputs come directly while the contralateral inputs pass through a graded series of delays. For a sound source at a particular angle to the listener, only one delay will allow the ipsilateral and contralateral inputs to arrive coincidentally at the neuron or group of neurons, thus causing the neuron to fire. MSO neurons are organised spatially as a place map of location, i.e. a group of neurons are allocated for each particular angle on the horizontal plane [3] , [8] , [9] . [10] IID can be defined as the difference in sound pressure levels (SPL) of the sound signal between each ear [10] and is computed in the LSO of the SOC (Fig. 1) . The LSO is significantly smaller than the MSO with only about 2,500-4,000 cells in the human LSO [6] . It appears as a folded sheet of excited-inhibited (EI) neurons; excited by innervation from spherical bushy cells of the ipsilateral AVCN but inhibited by innervation from the medial nucleus of the trapezoid body (MNTB) which receives input from globular bushy cells of the AVCN [8] . For high frequency sound waves that have a similar or smaller wavelength than the diameter of the head, a shadowing effect will occur on the sound wave that approaches the ear furthest from the sound, see Fig. 2 . This shadowing of the sound wave gives a difference of intensity between the two sound signals for each ear and the resulting encoded signals will also differ. The excitatory stimulus from one ear passes through the cochlea to the AVCN and up the auditory pathway, now in the encoded form of spike trains, to the LSO. The excitatory stimulus from the other ear again travels through the cochlea to the AVCN but enters the MNTB. The MNTB is the smallest nucleus of the SOC and takes excitatory input from the contralateral AVCN globular bushy cells which phaselock the sound signal. Acting as a simple relay it passes the signal through an inhibitory synapse on the LSO converting it to an inhibitory stimulus [11] . Here, the post-synaptic potential (PSP) of the stimulus from one ear is subtracted from the PSP from the other ear, giving a neural significance corresponding to the IID [10] . Sound localisation processing is achieved in real time as the brain utilizes parallel processing using many neurons to simultaneously transmit the information up through the auditory pathway; the number of neurons varies from six to forty for each one-third-octave frequency band [13] . [12] In this paper spiking neurons are configured to model the primary function of the MSO and LSO. The paper presents an implementation of the Jeffress model [14] using spiking neurons where it is shown that after a period of training, the activity of the output neurons can be associated with an azimuth angle: the training algorithm uses the conventional STDP rule. The LSO is modelled using a spiking LSO neuron to compute the difference in the frequency of spike trains from each cochlea to reflect the IID.
Section II provides a review of the related research conducted in the field. Section III outlines the MSO and LSO architectures with supporting experimental results while section IV concludes the paper.
II. LITERATURE REVIEW
Research relevant to this work ranges over fifty years and the topics of research also differ rather significantly. In 1948, Jeffress created the first computational model (Fig. 3) to show how ITD works in mammals to determine the angle of origin of a sound signal [3] , [14] . His model involved time or phase locked inputs; a set of delay lines to vary the axonal path lengths arriving at the neuron and an array of coincidence detector neurons which only fire when presented with simultaneous inputs from both ears [1] , [3] , [4] , [5] .
Coincident inputs only occur when the ITD is exactly compensated for by the delay lines. The fundamental importance of Jeffress' model, and why it is has become the prevailing model of binaural sound localisation, is its ability to depict auditory space with a neural representation in the form of a topological map, even though Jeffress himself acknowledged the simplicity of his model [1] . Fig. 3 . The Jeffress (1948) computational model [14] Schauer et al. [15] have based their work extensively on the Jeffress sound localisation model. Their initial research involved a biologically inspired model of binaural sound localisation again by means of ITD; using a spike response model for implementation in analog VLSI. Slight modifications to the Jeffress model were made including a digital delay line with AND gates. Data recorded in an open environment was used in offline testing and results showed that the model was proficient at localising single sound sources for sixty-five azimuthal angles. Schauer and Gross [16] extended this work to discriminate between sound sources of different orientations. However, this was achieved in a biologically implausible way. The authors simply specified one microphone for the front and another for the back. Differences in the sound colour of the binaural signals, calculated using a short-term Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), determined from which direction the sound approached. Again positive results were achieved during testing in open environments, including a lecture hall and a shopping centre. Similar to Schauer, Shi and Horiuchi [9] focused on one part of the superior olivary complex to develop a model of sound localisation. They created a CMOS VLSI circuit to imitate the functionality of ILD in the bat LSO. Their hardware system included a spike generator which provided input to the LSO spike response model and a post-processor to extract azimuth information from the outputs of the LSO model. Experimental results after chip testing showed that their system effectively captured IID computation in the bat LSO.
Other researchers have also included models of both the MSO and LSO in their work. Kuroyanagi and Iwata [17] developed a neural network for localising sound which involved both an MSO and LSO model. Their model consisted of a cochlear filter and hair cell models which processed the inputs, an auditory nerve model for converting the inputs to pulse trains and a pulse neuron model implementation of both the MSO and LSO. Based on input data of white noise with Gaussian distributed amplitudes they were able to determine the ITD and IID values. Similarly, Willert et al. [12] proposed a biologically inspired sound localisation system to provide an approximation of the angle of a sound source. Binaural cues produced by a cochlear model are used as inputs to the system which independently measured IIDs and ITDs. Based on these measurements, a probabilistic evaluation determined the position of the sound source. Although their model included some features of the biological equivalent such as the tonotopic mapping of ITDs and IIDs, they did not employ spiking neurons and instead used correlation and probabilistic-based methods. However, their results based on human speech signals showed a very high accuracy of up to 98.9%.
The development of a bio-inspired technique that can detect the location of sound is an active area of research. Many researchers have based their work on Jeffress' computational model of sound localisation. However, limited progress has been made regarding the development of a modified Jeffress architecture based on spiking neurons and in addition, more work is needed to develop a biologically plausible architecture for the LSO. This paper addresses these issues by implementing a Jeffress based model for the MSO using spiking neurons and with considerable background research on the biology of the auditory system, it also develops a model for the LSO. The remainder of this paper discusses the proposed MSO and LSO architectures.
III. SOUND LOCALISATION

A. MSO Architecture
The MSO architecture presented here represents an extension of earlier work [18] whereby a spiking neural network (SNN) implementation of Jeffress' architecture is extended to thirty-seven angles (every 5°) on the horizontal azimuthal plane. The architecture (Fig. 4) consists of thirtyseven processing neurons implemented using the leaky integrate and fire (LIF) model which replicate the coincidentdetection neurons of the MSO [19] . The inputs t1 and t2 (chosen arbitrarily) correspond to the length of time taken for the sound to reach both cochleas, and these inputs are passed to the processing neurons via the cochlear nodes. The synapse on each pathway encompasses a multiple delay structure similar to the graded series of delays found in the biological MSO, see Fig. 5 . [20] Spike timing dependent plasticity (STDP) was used for training the Jeffress network by selecting the optimal delay line to facilitate coincidence. STDP occurs naturally in neurons and is a form of synaptic plasticity, i.e. the capacity for the synapse connecting two neurons to change strength [21] . It is a form of Hebbian learning which strengthens the weights of the synapses that are activated before the post synaptic spike and weakens those synaptic weights that are activated after the post synaptic spike [22] , [23] . The weight updates are potentiated according to: 
and depressed according to:
where δw i is the weight change, A 1 is the maximum value of the weight potentiation, A 2 is the maximum value of weight depression, δt i is the difference between the input and output 
For this work single spike encoding is used where the single sound source was assigned arbitrarily chosen values of t1 and t2 to represent the signal delay at each ear, as a function of angle (see Fig. 4 ). Each output neuron was trained to recognise different delay values (t1,t2) representing different angles in the azimuthal plane. Each 5° angle was assigned unique delay values and consequently there were 37 training sets. Table 1 shows a sample of these with arbitrarily chosen output firing times: parameters for training the first five output neurons with their associated angles where tOut is the desired post synaptic spike time. Supervised training is used in this work where each delay set is passed to the network and the weight values for each neuron are calculated, using equations (1) and (2) . For the delay lines which caused coincidence at the neuron, STDP increased their weights according to the learning rule in (1) and the weights of the other delay lines are decreased according to (2) : parameters for the learning rule in (1) and (2) are: A 1 = A 2 = 0.5 and τ 1 = τ 2 = 4.5 ms. The neurons corresponding to each of the thirty-seven angles were passed inputs t1 and t2, and after training the classifying neuron for each angle will only fire when presented with their unique inputs. After a period of training (40 epochs) the ITD encoded in t1/t2 is compensated for through selection of the appropriate delay lines using STDP and the pre-selected output neurons fires. Other inputs will also have reached the neuron but due to the training procedure their combined post-synaptic potentials (PSP) will not be sufficient to cause coincidence at the neuron, and therefore it remains silent.
The graph in Fig. 6 shows the weight distribution on the vertical axis of the post trained SNN where each window 1 to 5 represents the first five classifying neurons and their associated weights: the horizontal axis is the spatial distribution of synapses across the network. The dotted line at a weight value of 0.5 represents the pre-trained weight distribution. It is important to note the bimodal weight distribution which is characteristic of the STDP process. Potentiated weights at approximately 2.5 are associated with pathways that have been selected by the STDP training rule because their delays cause coincidence at the appropriate classifying neuron.
The test data consisted of both the training data and randomly selected values for t1 and t2. In all cases, the Jeffress model presented here was able to make an accurate classification on all the input data, i.e. each neuron classified to their own respective outputs with 100% accuracy. To increase the architecture to classify down to 1-2° would merely involve increasing the number of neurons in the output layer. Performance does not break down at the 5° threshold as there is no fundamental limit on angle; only the size of the network will be affected as in this architecture the number of processing neurons is directly dependent on the resolution of the localisation angle. Finally, this research used synthetic arbitrarily chosen training and testing data and further work will verify our Jeffress network using a more realistic data set [24] , [25] . with an SPL of E2. The cochlea maps each SPL to a spike train at its output: E1 maps to a spike train at the output C1 and E2 to C2. The output spike train at C1 from the ipsilateral ear stimulates an LSO neuron, where the frequency sensitive receptive field associated with the interconnecting excitatory synapse will route the train to this neuron. The output spike train at C2 from the contralateral ear stimulates each MNTB neuron; no frequency sensitive receptive fields are placed on the interconnecting excitatory synapses. Each MNTB neuron then stimulates an inhibitory synapse of all LSO neurons in the network. Note that each LSO neuron is responsive to the different sound intensities associated with the source S: finite intensity ranges are captured in the frequency bands which are determined by the frequency sensitive receptive field from the ipsilateral ear. The difference in the frequencies at outputs C1 and C2 within each band is used to determine θ. The LSO neurons in layer two compute the differential in frequency of the combined inputs from the ipsilateral and contralateral ears. To calculate the differential the excitatory PSP and inhibitory PSP are summed; essentially the inhibitory PSP generates the neural equivalent of subtraction. The resultant PSP generated from this summation is the input to the LSO neuron causing it to fire. In this network each of the output frequencies from LSO neurons are allocated a different angle on the horizontal plane. Therefore, the outputs from the LSO neurons are routed by receptive fields, allowing only a predefined frequency to arrive at each output neuron. Similar to the MSO model, whichever output neuron fires for each frequency band will determine the angle of location of the sound source. The remainder of the paper considers how a spiking neuron model for the LSO implemented with the LIF neuron model can relate the frequency at its output f o to the differential of the input spike train frequencies f 1 and f 2 (Fig  8) . The parameters for both the neuron and synapse were chosen by fine-tuning the neuron model to achieve appropriate frequency ranges at the output f 0 . Recall that the frequency of each spike train at C1 and C2 reflects the SPL at each ear of a single frequency sound signal at different angles in the horizontal plane: in our experiments f 1 was fixed and f 2 was varied. f 1 is passed directly to the excitatory synapse of the LSO neuron while f 2 passes through the MNTB node to an inhibitory synapse associated with the LSO neuron. The associated inhibitory response is therefore subtracted from the excitatory PSP producing a stimulus for the LSO neuron that reflects the frequency difference.
Therefore, the LSO neuron generates an output frequency f o which is a measure of the difference between the two input frequencies, f 1 and f 2 . f o is a key component in the way the LSO determines the azimuthal angle of the sound signal as the range of output frequencies can be mapped to the range of angles on the horizontal azimuthal plane [26] . When the LSO neuron produces no output, i.e. f o = 0, it can be concluded that the sound signal is at 90°; the sound reaches both ears at the same time so both f 1 and f 2 have the same encoded frequency and the IID is 0. As the IID increases, f o will also increase as the angle of the sound source tends towards 0°. Fig. 9 shows Matlab plots illustrating how different combinations of spike train frequencies at C1 and C2 cause different output frequencies, f o, at the LSO neuron. The excitatory frequency of 100Hz and the two inhibitory frequencies of 80Hz and 90Hz were chosen arbitrarily for the purpose of demonstrating the system. The output frequencies were determined by counting the number of spikes in the spike train for stimulus duration of 1s. The LSO model was tested with ten sets of input frequencies. Each test set had reflected a different IID in the frequency of the spike trains. Frequency f 1 was fixed at 100Hz while f 2 was varied over a range 10Hz -100Hz: the authors are aware that high frequencies are more typically associated with the LSO; however for the initial experiments on the one neuron LSO model, low frequencies reduced the complexity of the inputs. Additionally, when scaling up to the proposed LSO network architecture, input frequencies will be in the range of 600 -30,000 Hz. With f 1 =f 2, the LSO neuron produced no output spikes. As the inhibitory frequency was reduced for each subsequent test set, the output frequency increased, as expected. Fig. 10 shows the relationship between the LSO neuron output frequency f o and the differential of its inputs f 1 and f 2 . It can be seen that as the differential of the input frequencies changes the firing rate of the LSO neuron also changes. It should be pointed out that the LSO neuron model presented here had fixed weight values as no training took place. Training was not necessary for this initial neuron model as this work was carried out for the purpose of demonstrating the combination of an inhibitory and excitatory PSP and how their differential when inputted to a neuron produces a significant output frequency that can be used for sound localisation. However, the relationship between f o and the differential between the input spike trains, f 1 and f 2, could be altered by selectively adjusting the weight values for both the inhibitory and excitatory synapses. This could then be used to map f o to azimuthal angles for the purpose of sound localisation. Moreover, the relationship between the SPL at each ear and the encoded spike train frequencies at C1 and C2 will need to be determined in order to relate the output frequency of the LSO neuron to an accurate angle of location for the sound source. 
IV. DISCUSSION
The proposed Jeffress-based model consists of thirtyseven processing neurons implemented using the LIF neuron model which replicate the coincident-detection neurons of the MSO. The synapse on each pathway to the processing neurons encompasses a multiple delay structure similar to the graded series of delays found in the biological MSO. STDP was used for training the network by selecting the optimal delay line to facilitate coincidence. The topology of the architecture allocates a processing neuron for each range of localised angles, i.e. to localise to a 1° accuracy would involve having 181 (0° -180°) processing neurons in the network. Currently the network localises to 5° accuracy with 37 processing neurons in the output layer. To boost the accuracy of the network would involve increasing the complexity; however this complexity can be seen in the biological MSO which consists of about 10,000 neurons.
The second model outlines how LIF neurons can be employed to emulate the functionality of the LSO, i.e. how the frequency of the output can be related to the IID (differential of the inhibitory and excitatory input spike train frequencies). This is a key component in the way the LSO determines the azimuthal angle of the sound signal as the range of output frequencies can be mapped to the range of angles on the horizontal azimuthal plane. A three-layered spiking neural network is proposed for the architecture of the LSO whereby each LSO computes over a band of frequencies selected. Results show that the output firing frequency is related to differential in the input spike trains.
Current work is focused on verifying both the MSO and LSO architectures using actual data derived from experimental results [24] , [25] . This will allow modification to the proposed architectures. Issues to be considered are the coding techniques, and extending the architectures to allow mapping the outputs from the LSO and MSO models to accurate azimuthal angles.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper proposes simple models for the sound localisation process of the brain. Both areas of the auditory pathway, the MSO and LSO, which provide this functionality were implemented using spiking neurons based on the LIF neuron model. The MSO model involved an implementation of the Jeffress model using spiking neurons and successfully localised to every 5° on the horizontal azimuthal plane; while the LSO model employed a spiking neuron that could relate the frequency differential of its input frequencies to an output frequency. Future work will include implementing the proposed LSO architecture by extending the current neuron model. This will then be combined with the MSO model to provide a biologically inspired spiking neural network of binaural sound localisation based on the functionality of the superior olivary complex of the brain. Once this has been achieved, the model can be expanded upon to localise both more complex and multiple sound sources.
